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lounge & waiting rooms
Sleek, flexible options to suit whatever you need,  

from casual dining areas to formal waiting rooms.

conference & training rooms
Spaces that let groups of all shapes and sizes come 

together for discussion, education, and collaboration.

office & administration
Work spaces to put ideas into action, take care  

of to-do lists, and get some peace and quiet.  

courtrooms
Furniture options designed specifically for the judiciary 

process, from the judge’s bench to courtroom seating.
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Active governments depend 
on active environments.

New challenges arise in government every 

single day. But one thing remains the same: 

passionate people do whatever it takes to 

keep us all moving forward. They adapt to 

changes, answer the call to do more with less, 

and constantly find new, creative solutions, 

no matter how strict the confines. That 

commitment inspires us to create products 

for environments that are just as active and 

adept, making it easy to socialize, discover, 

collaborate, and focus.  
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behind the door / outside the door  
Casegoods and seating products 
to help get the work done.
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interact / welcome / dine  
Welcoming spaces that  
build community.
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foundation / support 
Essential spaces from the  
library to the courtroom.
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formal / casual 
Products for meetings  
of every type and size.
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SOCIALIZE
Places to take a break, have a 

meal, and have a conversation,  

with seating configurations that 

welcome you in and encourage  

you to stay a while.
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SOCIALIZE
interact / welcome / dine

moto

connect

fresco / jude / connect

strata / bespace

richmond / laurel
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DISCOVER
Tables, seating, and smart support 

products for the essential parts of 

the government process, from the 

library to the courtroom.
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DISCOVER
foundation / support

prep / cym / vision

cruz / cym / prep

boston

boston

americana / custom table
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COLLABORATE
Formal, dignified, private 

conference spaces of all sizes,  

plus flexible, informal areas for 

more spontaneous collaboration. 
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collective conference / newton

COLLABORATE
formal / casual

brogan / harbor

vision / newton

connect / cym
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FOCUS
Casegoods and seating options  

on both sides of the office door that 

help you work through ideas in a 

comfortable, productive environment.
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FOCUS
behind the door / outside the door

brogan / harbor

finale / ria

flux / proxy

vision / newton / bespace

vision / proxy
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GSA Terms & Conditions
In addition to the standard terms and conditions, the 
following terms and conditions apply to GSA contract.

Contract Number 
GS-28F-0030U

Contract Period 
September 23, 1999 - June 24, 2018

Description of Special Item Numbers SIN# 
711-8 Executive office furniture 
711-9 Executive conference room furniture 
711-11 Tables, occasional and conference 
711-16 Upholstered seating 
711-17 Multiple seating 
711-18 Multi purpose seating 
711-19 Stacking chairs and dollies 
711-95 Installation services (not to exceed 12% of net 
prices for projects where installation costs are $150,000  
or less.) Installation costs over $150,000 are negotiated  
on a case by case basis.

Maximum Order
711-8 $500,000
711-9 $500,000
711-11 $500,000
711-16 $300,000
711-17 $200,000
711-18 $200,000
711-19 $200,000
711-95 $150,000

Minimum Order
$100 net

Geographic Coverage
48 contiguous states and Washington D.C.

Business Size
Large Business

Point of Production
Ferdinand, Dubois County, Indiana
French Lick, Orange County, Indiana
Jasper, Dubois County, Indiana
Paoli, Orange County, Indiana

Discounts
JSI Discount 61.6%* off list.
Community Discount 59.4% off list.

* Discount for CaseWorks, Reflections, Walden and Wellington is 61.71% off list.

Quantity Discounts
Not applicable.

Prompt Payment Terms
1% 15 - net 30 days from date of invoice.

Government Commercial Credit Cards
Accepted. No additional discount offered.

Foreign Terms
Not applicable.

Delivery Time
30-75 days after receipt of order, 90 days maximum.

F.O.B. Points
F.O.B. destination, freight prepaid and allowed to 48 
contiguous states and Washington D.C. excludes special 
delivery requirements.

Ordering Address
Jasper Seating Company, Inc. d/b/a JSI & Community  
Attn: Participating Dealer
225 Clay Street
Jasper, IN 47546
Fax: 812-482-1548
Phone: 800-457-4511
Email: orders@jaspergroup.us.com

Product Modifications
We willingly accept customers’ modifications to standard 
products. See product modifications information by  series 
at the start of each series under the “Product  Modification” 
sections. If there is a modification you desire that is not 
listed in this section, please call Customer Service for a 
modification quote/price.

Payment Address
Jasper Group
225 Clay Street
Jasper, IN 47546

Warranty Provision
Jasper Group’s commercial 15 year warranty applies. 

Export Package Charges
Quoted on project-by-project basis.

Installation
Contact dealer or installation representative.

Participating Dealers
Contact JSI customer service at 800-457-4511.

Environmental Attributes
Jasper Group is committed to protecting the environment. 
For Jasper Group’s complete environmental information, 
contact the GSA Customer Service at 800-457-4511.  
Go to jaspergroup.us.com for additional information.

Duns #
00-636-7767

Notification Regarding Registration in SAMS Database
Name: Jasper Seating Company,
Cage code: 31881

Payment
Customer agrees to pay to company the amount indicated 
on the invoice, 1% 15 days, net 30 days from date of invoice 
(U.S. funds only), for goods ordered. Interest will be charged 
after 30 days from the date of invoice at the rate of one 
and a half percent (1.5%) per month. International sales 
will require additional payment arrangements. No goods 
shall be sold on consignment or conditional sales basis. 
Payment for the goods delivered hereunder shall constitute 
acceptance thereof.

Returns and Allowances
Reasonable touch-up and deluxing is the dealer’s  
responsibility. The company will not make allowances for 
trip or delivery charges, but will only make allowance for 
actual work performed to correct manufacturing defects. 
Allowances maybe authorized only by a company officer. 
It is the responsibility of the field sales representative to 
inspect any defective merchandise and make suggestions 
and recommendations as to the proper disposition. Field 
personnel cannot obligate or bind the company by definite 
agreement,without final authorization by a company officer. 
Company will not accept automatic charge backs which 
do not have prior authorization. All defects must be called 
to the company’s attention upon arrival at the customer’s 

“ship to” destination. To initiate any type of claim or request 
for parts, it is imperative to have the  model number or 
fabric number, which may be located on the tag attached 
to the frame of the unit. Authorization for return to the 
company via a return goods authorization. Company will not 
issue credit allowances for any repairs without company’s 
prior consent. Under no circumstances shall the company 
accept COD (cash on delivery) returns, and any such 
shipment will be refused.

Environmental Mission
It’s our mission to be a sustainable supplier, manufacturer, 
and customer at every turn, protecting and preserving our 
environment for generations to come.

Sustainable Partnership 
For more than 87 years, The Jasper Group family of brands, 
has been committed to environmental responsibility, and we 
encourage our suppliers, manufacturers, and our customers 
to do the same. 

In our every deliberation, we recover, recycle, reuse, 
repurpose, reduce, and re-engineer products to be as 
sustainable as possible. That includes constantly finding  
new efficiencies in our process, reducing our consumption  
of materials, and relying primarily on sustainable choices 
like wood. 

sosa
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225 Clay Street 

Jasper,  Indiana 47546

800.457.4511 O

812.482.1548 F

js ifurniture.com

communityfurniture.com

JG.MPS.GOV.0218.5000


